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 and Business at the New York University  
 Stern School of Business
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FEATURED SPEAKERS

19–22 May 2013 | Singapore

CORPORATE GROUP DISCOUNT PACKAGE
Groups of five or more delegates from the same 
firm who register before 15 April 2013 receive a 
discounted rate of S$1,200 per delegate. 

FEES
• Conference Fee: S$1,850
• CFA Institute Member/Candidate Rate: S$1,500
• CIPM Member/Candidate Rate: S$1,500
Register by 1 February 2013 and save S$250.

For more information and to register online, 
visit annual.cfainstitute.org
Questions? Contact programs@cfainstitute.org



The CFA Institute Annual Conference is one of the investment industry’s 
largest and longest-running educational gatherings of investment 
professionals. Join us in 2013 as we hold our flagship event in Asia Pacific 
for the first time ever.  

This year’s event will focus on the impact of globalisation and the growth 
in Asian economies, companies, and markets. Join regional experts and 
world-renowned investors to discuss how to adapt investment processes 
in the face of uncertainty and find the best investment opportunities in 
Asia and around the world.

The 65th CFA Institute Annual Conference in 
Chicago attracted 

more than1,600 investment professionals 

from 68 countries.

59 speakers, including top economists, legendary investors, and 
well-known investment authors, shared insights on critical investment 

issues and delivered practical investment advice. 

“It is a great event providing useful insights into current 
issues facing the investment profession.” 

Panayiotis D. Chrysostomou, CFA, Cyprus

“The diverse set of ideas, themes, and strategies that came out of this conference 
encouraged me to reassess and reform our firm's investment management 
processes. This event was very well worth the time and resources.”

Trey Touchstone, USA

“Yet again an affirmation of why CFA Institute is the leading organisation for investment 
industry professionals with its usual superb organisation and outstanding list of speakers.” 

Richard B. Stott, Norway

annual.cfainstitute.org


